Towards the lean lab: the industry challenge.
In anatomic pathology, the current state encompassing the pre-analytic processes of tissue collection, handling, examination, preparation, processing, and storage are largely uncontrolled, inconsistently performed, and/or not standardized according to the sound scientific data. Pre-analytic defects result in nearly three-quarters of the problems in laboratory diagnostics. This is evident in quality surveys from well-respected institutions that document high miss rates in the required basics of information related to patient and tissue identity, let alone parameters documenting quality aspects related to the surgical specimen and its preservation. This talk will describe the historical approach to tissue processing and identify gaps from worldwide observations in current laboratory practices. It will also offer potential methodological and technological solutions and process improvements that laboratories may consider in serving the ultimate users of pathology information: the clinician and the patient. It illustrates the need for scientifically validated specimen guidelines and a performance based, standardized and documented "chain of custody" of the pre-analytical steps from the patient's body through fixation. For thought leaders and professional standard setters, opportunities for optimizing molecular studies exist in specimen collection, transfer, grossing, fixation, and decalcification protocols. In this evolving era of molecular profiling and personalized therapeutic decision-making, a well-reasoned and coordinated focus on pre-analytic processes that optimizes specimens for subsequent testing will result in: Improved specimen quality for molecular testing Improved accuracy of diagnostic and molecular test results Reduced Turnaroundtimes for same-day diagnosis Enhanced satisfaction of clinicians and patients.